Abstract-Safe operation of complex processes requires that operators maintain situational-awareness even in highly auto mated environments. Automatic reasoning can support operators as well as the automation system itself to react effectively and appropriately to disturbances. However, knowledge-based reasoning about control situations remains a challenge due to the entanglement of process and control systems that co-establish the intended causal structure of a process. 
This example illustrates the entanglement between pro cess and control systems with respect to causal explanations.
Whereas the connection between causality and control is obvious to control engineers, it is only implicit in typical representations used in design documents. For example, signal diagrams which are common in control engineering are based on a strict input-output notion of causality, but their relation to process diagrams is not explicit and requires insight into the mathematical modeling of the specific controlled process.
Thinking in terms of causality is a basis for human under standing of processes. However, the specific understanding of 978-1-4244-6588-0/10/$25.00 ©201 0 IEEE how things are causal in a given domain cannot be generalized to other domains. This is one reason why explicit representa tion of causality becomes important when multi-disciplinary and multi-domain systems are employed.
Many developments in electric power systems, particularly the move toward more uncontrolled renewable energy sources and the so-called smart grid, tend toward a deeper integration of different domains of energy [1]- [3] , where the overall system efficiency and reliability can be improved. New control approaches and changing control architecture are expected [4] ; a much wider range of active devices will require a reformulation of current operation principles, which are based on very limited numbers and kinds of devices, to a more functional description of requirements [5] - [10] .
These developments also imply new demands on the man ageability and controllability of the overall system. Our ability to study, determine and oversee the behavior of a system depends on our ability to represent and thus to model the system's relevant features. As intelligent control is concerned with the control and supervision of systems, including systems that control other systems, it becomes vital to clearly identify the context of representation (the system-in-view).
Knowledge-based systems have a strength in representing human knowledge and thus also to represent information in context. A central challenge of knowledge-based systems application for critical infrastructures is the the lack consistent representation of processes and their control.
A. Qualitative Representation of Processes, Causality and Control
In this paper we will present a modeling and reasoning ap proach based on a qualitative model of both process and control systems in a common modeling framework: Multilevel-Flow Modeling. Multilevel Flow Modeling (MFM) is a process oriented ontology capturing qualitative functions of material and energy flow processes as well as control functions.
Qualitative representation of processes has some history connected with earlier developments in artificial intelligence.
Qualitative Process Theory (QPT) [11] introduced common sense physics to the description of physical processes. QPT also marked the departure from device-oriented modeling to a process-based abstraction to capture more generic functions of technical processes. Representation of material-and energy-flow processes in MFM can be compared to a domain-specific ontology in QPT. The real representational power of MFM, however, comes from its framework of explicit means-ends and part whole abstractions: Every connected energy-or material-flow is encapsulated in a so-called flow-structure, which then is related with a purpose (an objective, or its function with re spect to another flow-structure). These part-whole and means ends patterns describe the two basic abstractions enabled by MFM. Using basic flow-functions and transformation-rules, a process can always be described in further detail; and using a means-end abstractions, a process-hierarchy, such as a control hierarchy can be captured.
An explicit representation of causal influence within flow structures has been considered in MFM since [12] and [13], [14] . In [13] the understanding of causal influence is related to QPT and the need for and practicality of generic causation rules are emphasized.
In this paper, a more rigorous formal basis for modeling and reasoning with MFM is proposed and new agent-roles are introduced reflecting the role of a control agents in the process. 
II. MULTILEVEL FLOW MODELING
MFM is a functional modeling methodology that provides a library of control functions, energy-or mass-flow-functions and relations, depicted in Figure 1 , that can be interconnected to a multi-level representation of causality and intention in flow systems [15] . Adding to the former variety of applications in process engineering, nuclear power plants and others, the field power systems has been developed recently [9] , [10] .
An MFM model enables situation-dependent reasoning about control situations, by relating system states to system and control objectives.
Applications of MFM include model based situation assess ment and decision support for control room operators, hazop analysis [16] , alarm design, alarm filtering [17] and planning of control actions [18] , [19] . It has been used for knowledge The energy-flowstructure efs46 models a stereotypical balancing process, where both the energy-source on the left and the energy sink on the right influence the storage-level. In this example, the process is balanced by means of a control which aims at maintaining the storage-level by means of actuating the energy source.
representation in AI planning for supervisory control systems [20] . 
A. Modeling of Control in MFM
A representation of control systems based on action theory has been added more recently to MFM [15] , [21] , [22] .
The four elementary control functions, which are based on elementary action types, are found in Figure 1 .
In contrast to the classical signals and systems perspective, control functions have a special role in the perspective of mean-ends modeling: Whereas a 'flow-structure' is a func tional abstraction of a process, the 'control-structure' is a representation of the intentional structure realized by a control system l . This distinction becomes essential when reasoning about control systems.
An example model of a control structure and a related flow structure is given in Figure 2 : Fig_ 3. Action-roles define the participants of an action. Depending on the function and context the roles considered necessary vary.
• Control-objective obj47 and control function mc049 are encapsulated in a control structure cfs52.
• Requirements to the performance of the control are formulated as an objective associated with the control structure (performance objective, obj53).
• The control objective is associated via a means-objective relation with the main function (here st031), the state of the mainfunction is subject of control.
• The control function is connected to the flow-structure via an actuation-relation, ac5l, targeting sou29.
In [9] , [10] the authors have shown how this modeling of control can be applied to power systems.
B. Functional Roles
In [14] , the connection between the symbolic representa tions of functions and the semantics of actions have been elaborated:
Definition 1 (Function). A function of an entity E which is part of a system S, is specified in terms of the role R of E in relation to an action describing and intended state-change in S.
Functions model interconnected actions or action primitives. The actions can be associated with a "semantic deep structure" [14] , defining roles of an action as slots that can be filled, which is illustrated in Figure 3 .
This understanding of a function as an action with a semantic deep structure implies that a number of roles can be associated with each function, such as agent-and object-roles.
Further, the action-metaphor is deeper than the flow-metaphor, and potentially enables extension of MFM to other domains of representation if necessary.
Flow-structures are an interconnection of actions with a common flow-object.
Definition 2. (Flow perspective [14] ) The flow perspective on an action describes the state change that the object is undergoing without reference to the agent involved.
Flow-functions are formulated in the flow perspective of the actions modeled. A relation between two function-structures therefore also marks a perspective-shift, in which for example the flow-object of another structure turns into an external agent of the related function [3] , [23] . As will be shown later, external agents influence the causal structure of a process, and such agents can also be attributed to flow-functions on the basis of control-considerations.
C. Causality in Flow-models and Causal Reasoning
Fundamental to the understanding of causality in MFM flow-structures is the notion of agency. Causal roles, as introduced by [14] , express the influence that a state of a flow-function has on the flow associated with an adjacent transport function. The role is always marked at the transport side of a connection-line between two functions, ending with a box (participant-role) or with an arrow (agent-role) (shown in Figure 1 , on the right: Causality).
A flow-perspective enables causal reasoning over flow systems, in order to predict consequences or to find possible root-causes of a state-change in the system. This concept of fault diagnosis with MFM was presented in [12] , and extended with explicit causal agency in [13] , [14] . MFM-based root cause analysis has been applied for diagnosis and used in commercial applications for alarm filtering.
In past implementations, the causal propagation logic con sidered interactions between function-pairs, but did not include the role of control agents. In the following, the causal roles introduced in [13] will be utilized, but the logic of influence will be condensed to more rigorous syntactic rules.
III. REPRESENTING CAUS ALITY AND CONTROL
Even though the larger part of this paper will focus on reasoning about causality within flow-structures, it is important to emphasize the larger perspective that modeling with MFM provides, especially for the modeling of controlled processes.
MFM facilitates the definition of the roles a control system may take with respect to a process (more in Section III-A), as well as the different types of requirements that need to be formulated for a process. 
A. Control as Disturbance Encapsulation
In a means-ends framework, control structures can be understood as fact-producers, that is, they transform a goal (intention Z) into an observable fact (result Z), see Figure  4 . In closed loop control, the control system is supplied with information about deviations from the objective, which enables the rejection of influences contrary to the control objective. In an agent-perspective, a successful control agent has the ability to 'overpower' this disturbance agent (successful encapsulation).
Control design anticipates disturbances and equips the controller with sufficient control resources to defeat expected Reasoning about control levels thus requires a represen tation of this encapsulation. A necessary condition for this reasoning is thus to frame the causality at the right level of abstraction. For the remainder of this paper we focus on the representation of causality that forms one control level.
B. Introduction of External-Agent Roles
As outlined above, the action-perspective allows a straight forward extension of multilevel-flow-models to attribute exter nal roles. In the context of control, we establish three new roles capable of influencing the state of a function: Actuator, Disturbant and Conservant, as shown in Figure 5 a) . Figure 5 b) illustrates the use of these roles in a simple MFM example, analog to Figure 2 . An actuator performs the commands it receives from a control agent (control function). Therefore it needs to be equipped with a reference to the actuation-relation (multiple roles may refer to the same actuation-relation). It can also be parameterized with a control-range, but quantitative aspects will not be considered in this paper.
2 The term "disturbance rejection" of control engineering is equivalent, but supposes a control-perspective. In a process-perspective, successful control actions render the respective disturbance irrelevant. Here. the distrubant corresponds to load variations, the conservant corresponds to a setpoint for the source-potential, and the actuator is influencing. not determining, the flow through traS7.
A disturbant represents a disturbance, i.e. the role assumed by the counter-agent. It may also be parameterized with a quantitative information.
The third role-entity, the conservant ensures that the vari able, which a control agent would have manipulated through an actuator, is kept static, like a fixed setpoint.
The roles can be attached to these flow-functions (refer to Figure 1 for the complete set): Source, Sink, Transport. would be water that is flowing from an outlet at the bottom of a tank -the flow-rate can be manipulated by a valve, but it is also dependent on the water-level.
To present a mathematical analogy of these causal influence In case of the flow-balance, the causality structure is that of input-output: a flow-input (RHS: right-hand-side) defines flow-output (LHS: left-hand-side). This can be formulated as
where Ii refers to the flow-variable associated with the respec tive function i of the LHS-or RHS-category of this balance.
The resulting flow !bal is imposed on the LHS transport(s), depending on directionality. This may be formulated as fol- In addition, there may be flows imposed to the balance, analog to the RHS of a Flow-balance.
In case of a linear analogue, the intermediate potential vbal
for Potential-balance would be established as follows:
where kTr,u P / DO, i refers to the rates associated with the 
D. Propagation of Influence: Influence-tree and Causal-path
The causal-reasoning system aims at generating a causal path from assigned external agent roles to the objective, that is, to the function associated with this objective (main function).
A system of production rules has been implemented in the MFM Workbench in the rule-based language Jess. 2) Initiate: Which control objective is to be traced? The control objective becomes root of the influence-tree. 3) Generate influence-tree for the selected control-objective.
Using propagation-rules based templates and patterns identified previously, a tree-structure is generated which notes all possible influences from the model.
4)
Trace causal paths in influence tree.
The result of this analysis is a) an influence-tree that contains a reference to all entities that whose state influences Output-controllability: analog to state-controllability, but instead of the full systems state, the system's output is required to be moved.
We do understand inputs as assigned actuator-roles and outputs as the states of the mainfunction associated with the control-objective. The "system" could be considered exactly those functions that are part of the influence-tree.
Under certain -limiting-conditions, there is a mapping to output-controllability: a) there are no causal loops in the system b) there is only one actuator in the tree.
A detailed study of the graph properties of flow-structures and their mapping to linear systems could generate further structural sufficient conditions for controllability.
IV. EXAMPLES
The modeling and reasoning principles shall be demon Please note that the green bubbles contain a reference to a related entity. The boiler-feedwater control-loop displayed in Figure 8 is not modeled as a control loop but function for the system. illustrating the consideration of abstraction levels introduced in Section III-A. The functions ba12 and traJ and their causal relations. capture the effect that always as much water is pumped into the boiler as is being evaporated. The wide arrows in the background illustrate the causal paths for obj76 from the actuator-and disturbant-agents.
illustrates the opportunities of modeling mixed causality struc tures (potential and fiow) of networks, such as electric energy systems with both DC and AC links.
A. Example 1: Power Plant
In this example we model the main control loops of a thermal power plant supplying a varying electrical load in island mode 3 . The modeled process is illustrated in Figure   8 . The power plant model is simplified by assuming a fixed cooling-and smoke-power loss.
An MFM-model of the process is presented in Figure 9 . conservants determining the energy-flow through tra29 and tra60, representing the assumption of fixed energy-losses.
2) Controllability Analysis: The causal-path analysis (see also arrows in Figure 9 ) reveals that load-variation, the disturbant on sin17 does influence the state of st050 (ki netic energy, frequency), but not the state of st03l (steam pressure). The intended behavior of the power plant, is to adjust its energy conversion setpoint (eventually, the fuel supply, sou14) according to the load-demand, a demand-driven process which requires upstream-propagation of information. The method has been demonstrated on two energy systems examples. It has been shown that the modeling approach readily maps into the domain-specific physical frameworks.
Further we have outlined, how the causal-path concept introduced in this paper is related to the controllability concept of control engineering. A flexible assignment of agent roles allows the re-use of models and restructuring of control-loops and objectives on a given process-model.
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